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Organizations are realizing the benefits of a remote
workforce, including increased savings, easier access to top
talent, increased productivity, and reduced turnover.

Identity Devices for
Remote Authentication
• RFID, NFC, proximity, and contactless smart card readers
• uTrust FIDO2 Security Keys

However, a remote workforce creates other challenges for
IT teams. How do you ensure that only your employees
have access to your network, systems, and applications?

• uTrust Token Family
• Contact smart card readers
• Mobile smart card readers

Identiv’s product suite of Identity Devices offers a wide
range of options to assist businesses and agencies with
secure network log-in for their remote users.

• uTrust TS Cards
• uTrust MD Smart Cards
• uTrust Proximity Credentials

Use Case: Department of Defense and HSPD-12
Identiv has been the leading smart card reader supplier to the
Department of Defense (DoD) and federal government since the
inception of HSPD-12, enabling CAC and PIV card holders both local
and remote authentication.

Enable strong two-factor authentication by combining something
you have (a token) with something you know (your PIN).

The uTrust Token family offers secure mobility for

Depending on the type of smart card, the token can be used

desktop applications in PC-connected mode and a

for logging onto a PC, signing and encrypting documents

contactless smart card token in autonomous mode for

or emails, and authenticating to secure web sites or a

a host of applications.

company’s VPN.

Tokens are the ideal choice when you need to carry your

If a dual interface card is used, the token can double up as a

digital identity credential at all times and an embedded

contactless credential that can be used for physical access to

secure element protects against tampering.

buildings, contactless electronic payments, and contactless
electronic ticketing for transportation and events.

Choose Your Tech

uTrust Token Standard

uTrust Token Pro

uTrust Token Pro Mini

uTrust Token Pro +

uTrust Token Pro Mini Type C
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Identiv Technology Works with Apple and Android to Provide
Strong Security for Enterprise and Personal Mobility

Technology is constantly evolving, as is the threat to

Identiv offers government-certified secure applications that

organizations. The effects of each commercial data breach

are accessed using smart cards, including CAC and PIV.

are being felt around the world and costing companies

Our most popular application is Thursby Software Systems’

billions of dollars in funds applied to ransomware, post-

Sub Rosa, a secure mobile web browser application available

breach recovery efforts, and lawsuits.

for Apple and Android mobile devices, which uses multifactor authentication paired with our smart card readers.

Global attacks highlight the need to increase network

Sub Rosa allows end-users to securely browse sites, including

security through initiatives such as replacing passwords,

those that require security certificates, access Outlook Web

which are relatively easy to hack, with two-factor

App (OWA), sign, encrypt, and decrypt email, and sign PDFs

authentication, which is nearly impossible.

on-the-go.
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